
From: Imogen Jefferies <imi_jefferies@hotmail.co.uk>  
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2023 11:09 PM 
To: Licensing <licensing@haringey.gov.uk> 
Cc: Josie Proud <josie_proud@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Licensing Rejection Request for Noya, West Green Road 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

RE: Objection to Licensing Application for Noya, West Green Road 

On behalf of all residents at 462 West Green Road, I am writing to express my deep concern 

and strong objection to the licensing application submitted by Noya. While I appreciate the 

contributions of local businesses to our community, I believe granting a license to Noya in its 

current state would be detrimental to the quality of life for the residents in our 

neighborhood. 

The primary issue I wish to address is the excessive noise generated by Noya, particularly 

during weekends. The loud music emanating from the establishment has become a 

persistent disturbance for the residents in the surrounding area, depriving us of our right to 

enjoy peace and quiet in our homes. The amplified music, often played at high volumes and 

unreasonable bass levels, disrupts our sleep and overall well-being. 

The constant operation of an unacceptably loud kitchen fan exacerbates this problem, 

adding to the already unbearable noise pollution. The effect of these disturbances has 

resulted in a significant decrease in the quality of life for those living nearby. My neighbour 

upstairs suffers from strong food odours being pumped into her flat, which unfortunately is 

causing her to move out of the property. At the minimum the owner has shown a complete 

disregard for our surroundings by placing the industrial sized fans on our building without 

consulting us or our landlord. After we complained about the noise, he then proceeded to 

move the fan to a different spot on the window which is now likely causing an even bigger 

disturbance for the residents on that side of the building and is blocking out all of their 

natural light (and is still very noisy for us so I can’t imagine what it’s like for them).  

We request that the council consider the impact of Noya's noise levels on the local 

community when reviewing their licensing application. I don’t believe that Noya is 

benefitting the local community in this way since the owner has shown a complete disregard 

for their surroundings. We strongly believe that their licensing application should be rejected 

for these reasons. At a minimum, there should be stricter controls imposed so that Noya’s 

noise levels are kept within acceptable limits.  

I hope that you can help us to make the right decision here and to give us support for us all 

to enjoy our homes again! 

All the best,  

Imogen Jefferies 

 


